Good ideas and best solutions

IDZOR 9750BT

2D Bluetooth scanner
A wireless scanner with the
working distance of 100 meters!

Appearance and capabilities
IDZOR 9750BT is a modern and efficient wireless Bluetooth barcode scanner with a touch sensor
for automatic switching. The body of the scanner is made of durable and high-quality industrial
plastic, which is difficult to scratch or damage. 9750BT transmits scanned bar codes via Bluetooth 4.0 within a radius of 100 meters from the communication radio station and can store
bar codes in memory for subsequent data synchronization if scanning is performed outside the
coverage of the communication radio station. Barcode scanner IDZOR 9750BT 2D is able to read
almost any popular 1D linear and 2D image bar codes, including codes with poor quality. Moreover, the scanner can read two-dimensional bar codes displayed on the screen of mobile devices:
smartphones, tablets, laptop screens and personal computers.
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Data transfer
IDZOR 9750BT is a wireless barcode scanner, which means the transfer of scanned barcodes remotely via Bluetooth 4.0 to a special communication radio station, which shipped with the scanner. The communication radio station is connected via a USB cable to a personal computer or
laptop and uploads the bar codes received from the scanner into the operating system Windows,
iOS or Android and further into the necessary software or information system installed on the OS.
The wireless distance of the 9750BT scanner to the radio station via Bluetooth 4.0 is 100 meters
(in the open space). The special sound warning of the IDZOR 9570BT scanner signals that the
scanner is located beyond the distance (more than 100 meters) of communication radio station.
A similar audible warning is triggered when the scanner is again in the radius of communication
radio station. In this case, all the scanned barcodes outside the range of the radio station will
be stored in the memory of the scanner 512KB, this memory is enough for storing from 5000
to 20000 linear bar codes! Just go back to the radius of the radio station and all the bar codes
stored in the scanner memory will be uploaded to your personal computer or laptop. The 9750BT
scanner can emulate the COM port (standard RS232 Serial).

Scanning technology
IDZOR 9750BT is equipped with a universal 2D scanning module that allows you to read almost
any 1D linear bar codes: UPC, EAN, Code128, Code 39, Code 93, Code11, Matrix 2 of 5, Interleaved
2 of 5, Codabar, MSI Plessey, GS1 DataBar, China Postal, 1-D: Korean Postal and others, as well
as 2D Image bar codes: PDF417, MicroPDF417, Data Matrix, Maxicode, QR Code, MicroQR, Aztec,
Hanxin etc. The scanner is able to read even damaged or partially erased bar codes. Scan technology allows you to read 2D barcodes from the screens of personal computers, laptops, smartphones, tablets and other mobile devices. Bluetooth scanner IDZOR 9750BT can read barcodes in
the standby mode automatically, for this you need to bring the barcode to the scanner, the sensor
will turn on the scanner and will automatically read the barcode.
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Differences between configurations
The barcode scanner IDZOR 9750 Series is available in two types:
ID9750S is a wired scanner without Bluetooth and without a communication radio station.
ID9750BT - wireless scanner with Bluetooth 4.0 and communication radio station.

Battery and operating time
IDZOR 9750BT has a built in scanner battery 4.2v / 2500mAh. The rechargeable battery can be
charged in two ways:
Via the communication radio station (supplied), using the POGO PIN connector, which is protected from damage. It’s easy to install the 9750BT scanner in the radio station, and the battery
will start charging automatically. With this method of charging the battery, the communication
radio station must necessarily be connected via a USB cable to the power source.
Charging time is 7-8 hours
Via the optional Micro USB cable (supplied) from your computer or laptop. With a USB cable,
you can use a power adapter (optional) with a European plug. The charging time in this way
is 4-5 hours
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Physical characteristics
The size of the scanner is 95x180x70mm (WxHxD). The weight of the scanner is 212g. Operating
temperature 0 ° C to 50 ° C. Storage temperature from -40 ° C to 70 ° C. Protection from falling
from a height of 1.5 meters. Protection class against moisture and dust IP54.

Software Features
Emulation of COM port operation (standard RS232 Serial)
Switching the input mode of Android, iOS, Windows
Asynchronous transfer mode: data is stored when Bluetooth disconnected
Synchronous transfer mode:
data transmit when Bluetooth connected, drop when disconnected
Automatic mode of bar code scanning

Equipment
IDZOR 9750BT scanner is supplied with: 9750BT scanner, communication radio station,
RJ-45-USB cable for connection to PC, micro USB-USB cable, user manual.
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IDZOR 9750BT Technical characteristics
Physical Characteristics
Dimensions:

180mm x 95mm x 70mm

Weight:

212g

Voltage\Current:

5 VDC +/-10% @ 500 mA
Performance Characterisstics

Image (Pixels):

640 pixels (H)x 480 pixels (V)

Light Source:

Aiming: 617 nm LED; illumination: 6500K LED

Field of View:

45° (H) x 35° (V)

Roll / Pitch / Yaw:

360°, ±65°, ±60°

Battery volume

4.2v/2500mAh

Charging time

5-6 h

Working time
Wireless technolngy

Bluetooth 4.0

Operation distance

100 meters (open space)

Print Contrast:

25% minimum reflective difference

Interfaces Supported:

USB, RS232

Motion Tolerances

up to 25 in. (63.5 cm) per second
Symbology Decode Capability

1D:

UPC, EAN, Code128, Code 39, Code 93,
Code11, Matrix 2 of 5, Interleaved 2 of 5,
Codabar, MSI Plessey, GS1 DataBar, China
Postal, Korean Postal, etc.

2D:

PDF417, MicroPDF417, Data Matrix, Maxicode,
QR Code, MicroQR, Aztec, Hanxin, etc.
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IDZOR 9750BT Technical characteristics
Decode Ranges
5 mil (Code 39)

20mm-70mm

13 mil (100% Upca)

40mm-160mm

1D Minimal Resolution

4mil

Performance may be impacted by bar code quality and environmental conditions
User Environment
Operating Temperature:

0°C to 50°C

Storage Temperature:

-40°C to 70°C

Humidity:

0% to 95% relative humidity,non-condensing

Shock Specifications :

Designed to withstand 1.5m(5’) drops

Ambient Light Immunity:

100.000 Lux.

